Chevy 400 small block firing order

The CID Chevy small block engine was produced from until and was the largest displacement
engine made in that platform. It was intended as a low performance, high-torque engine
primarily used in Chevy's heavier passenger cars and light-duty trucks. The general design was
the same as earlier small block Chevrolet engines and incorporated many similar external
features and dimensions while being internally different. The has gained notoriety â€” with
modifications â€” as a powerful performance engine. The CID small block engine kept the same
external dimensions as the other small block engines, but increased its displacement through
internal modifications. The engine shares the same length, width and height as other SBCs at
approximately 28 by 26 by 27 inches respectively. Engine weight was also similar at about
pounds. This engine shared the same ignition system â€” distributor, accessories and intake
and exhaust systems as the smaller engines. General Motors achieved the SBC engine's
displacement by increasing the bore to 4. In contrast, the Chevy CID engine uses a bore of 4.
GM had to cast the block for the CID engine differently to gain the extra displacement.
Additionally, GM designed the crankshaft with larger main journals than the â€” 2. The
connecting rods were also shorter than the others were â€” 5. It was available with both a
two-barrel and four-barrel carburetor. While power output measurements changed in the early s
from gross engine power to "net" ratings â€”at the rear wheels, output remained relatively
comparable. Gross horsepower ratings were at as much as horsepower while net ratings were
little as Moss Strohem has a background in business and finance, and an avid interest in youth
sports, health, nutrition and physiology. He writes both technical information and market
commentary as a private consultant and has researched and authored business plans. I just
read an article online that talked about a big block Malibu that was running an LS cam to change
the timing. I have never heard of such a thing. How exactly does that even work? What does the
change to? What bearings need to be used? Is there performance to be gained? What the
author was referring to is a conversion of the traditional small- and big-block Chevy firing order
of to the late model LS engine firing order of When we compare the tow sequences, you can see
that the pairing in the original firing order has been swapped with To reduce your confusion,
this plan uses the same basic big-block camshaft as always but merely reconfigures the
opening and closing points of the intake and exhaust lobes on the camshaft to change the firing
order. If you would decide to perform this swap, it would require your camshaft supplier to use
a custom core since the standard layout of the lobes will be significantly different. This also
means this revised firing order cam would be more expensive. Once the new revised firing order
camshaft was installed, you would also have to change the firing order of the spark plug wires
in the distributor cap on a small- or big-block Chevy to make it run properly. This move merely
exchanges the 4 and 7 cylinder firing order from the traditional to There are several theories as
to why this swap is performed but most hold to the idea that many small- and big-block engines
suffer from air-fuel ratio problems related to the paired cylinders of 5 and 7 firing right next to
each other. Hot Rod magazine did a test several years ago on a c. It appears that this swap
improves power throughout the entire rpm curve. The Hot Rod test generated a torque
improvement in the middle of the curve of 10 to 11 foot-pounds with the engine improving from
ft. The horsepower gains were more conservative with a gain of only around hp at the hp level.
These are not cams you would normally choose to run on the street. This idea is not limited to
any style camshaft. For a street engine, the conservative power gains might not seem to be
worth the effort and expense although if you were building a brand new engine, it would
certainly be an easy change to make. If it was not marked properly and the engine was
subsequently sold to a new owner, imagine the tuning grief that would entail if the new owner
was unaware of the firing-order change! So from that standpoint alone, I would not recommend
doing this swap. It is almost stupid to do this swap on a street engine or a drag race car that
does not run under 10 seconds. You can get a cam to suit your need by contacting the cam
manufacturer of your choice tech support. Be sure to ask what Torque Converter stall speed
you should get to best work with the cam if running an automatic transmission. Good article
explaining the process to a first time inquiry. It is a detailed ecplination of the how and why
along with the pros and cons. Five thumbs up. Im looking at putting it in a 5th gen Camaro an
use the computer system and a HP Tuner to dial her in. My question is ,Im doing a 4,7 3,2 swap
,to match the LS system,am I opening up a can of worms by doing so and a thought had come
to mind that I could use the computer from say a 99 truck, a thought but will more than likely
use the LS system? She will be a Brodix, Big Bore 4. Any thoughts would be greatly
appreciated. HMF Westminster Co. I have been investigating the exact same BBC
conversionâ€¦on just a street driven car. It may have to be run Open Loop only. Probably just
fine for a race car setup. No cam swap needed. I have NOT tried this yet! I am going to rebuild a
Ford c. Could swapping fire order benefit me in any way? Thomas, The simple answer is no. On
a finely-tuned race engine, the experts say perhaps a 1 percent advantage but for a street

engine this is absolutely not worth the investment. Your effort and money is far better spent on
a good set of cylinder heads. Your email address will not be published. Your Website. Save my
name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I comment. This site uses Akismet to
reduce spam. Learn how your comment data is processed. Summit Racing Equipment. Tech
Articles Ask Away! Author: Jeff Smith Jeff Smith has had a passion for cars since he began
working at his grandfather's gas station at the age After graduating from Iowa State University
with a journalism degree in , he combined his two passions: cars and writing. Smith began
writing for Car Craft magazine in and became editor in In , he assumed the role of editor for Hot
Rod magazine before returning to his first love of writing technical stories. Since , Jeff has held
various positions at Car Craft including editor , has written books on small block Chevy
performance, and even cultivated an impressive collection of and Chevelles. Now he serves as a
regular contributor to OnAllCylinders. Good read. I appreciate you going into a little depth on
the subject. I learned me something. Troy Kennedy says: December 28, at pm. How does one
contact Jeff Smith about one of his articles being plagiarized? Roy Shideler says: February 26,
at pm. Howard Fry says: March 4, at pm. RDK says: October 12, at am. Thomas Goldrick says:
August 15, at am. Jeff Smith says: August 15, at am. Leave a Reply Cancel Your email address
will not be published. A firing order swap is one of those modifications that has become popular
based on the potential of an often-corroborated performance upgrade; however, its true value to
the engine builder may be obscured by those power promises. The topic of firing-order swap is
rather narrow in the high-performance and racing industry. First, we know that a conventional
V8 engine is designed to generate a power stroke every 90 degrees of crankshaft rotation. Firing
order choices in a degree V8 engine are driven by crankshaft design. This is the standard
configuration for almost all V8 engines with a cross-plane crankshaft. The 1 and 4 pins are
degrees apart, and the 2 and 3 pins are degrees apart. Some race teams have experimented with
swapping the position of the 2 and 3 pins, which would generate different firing order
possibilities, but no significant advantage was ever discovered. Below is the Ford flat-plane or
degree crankshaft found in the GT engine. Flat-plane cranks are also available with an
up-down-down-up profile for the pins. Again, each change generates different firing order
possibilities. Most V8 engines have a cross-plane crankshaft, which phases the connecting rod
pins at degree intervals. This compares to a flat-plane crankshaft where the pins are phased at
degrees. Based on an engine configuration of a degree V8 block spinning a cross-plane
crankshaft, there are only eight possible firing-order combinations. Actually, there are 16
because GM and Chrysler engines are left-bank forward and the automakers number their
cylinders differently than Ford, which is right-bank forward. With a little math and comparison
mapping, we can find the common ground for the eight firing orders see chart below available
to the manufacturers. The chart shows the eight possible firing orders for a GM V8 engine, with
the exception of a Cadillac Northstarâ€”which is right-bank forward for packaging reasons and
has a different firing order. The firing order with the asterisk is the one used most often when
attempting a bank-to-bank configuration. Four of these possible combinations are generally
thought to be ineffective in performance applications, as they fire four cylinders in various
sequence orders on one bank before the four cylinders on the opposing bank are fired. Such a
bank-to-bank combustion cycles would create considerable engine shake and therefore is rarely
used by engine builders. Ford V8 engines typically are right-bank forward and number the
cylinders sequentially down the right side and then the left. Most GM engines are left-bank
forward and number their cylinders by alternating from bank to bank, going front to rear. The
firing order is manipulated by first changing the camshaft, then wiring the spark plugs or
recalibrating the ECU accordingly. In the lower left closeup, note how the 1 cylinders match with
both cams but the 2 has different lobe orientation. The same is true in the rear of the cams
where the 7 lobes have different orientation while 8 is the same. The other four possible
combinations alternate individual cylinder firings between the banks except when adjacent
cylinders fire. As you can see from the chart, three firing orders are used today by automakers
and custom engine builders, and one has yet to earn favor with the industry. For a diesel, of
course, you change the cam and reconfigure the fuel delivery pattern. Once familiar with the
three different firing orders, as well as the cylinder numbering system for different applications,
engine builders can analyze the pros and cons of each. That mindset played a huge role in
bringing Competition Cams up from a tiny shop 40 years ago to our place in the market today.
Steve Schmidt , who once supplied engines to eight of 16 qualifiers in a Pro Stock race, was one
of the first engine builders to adopt the concept. Did Ford know best? But for GM racers, the
swap continued to gain followers in Pro Stock and other racing classes. Some had noticeable
power gains, while others observed no difference. Through continued testing and analysis,
however, the logic behind the swap slowly revealed benefits of heat management and torsional
load control in addition to helping with the induction tuning. Flat-plane Option Since firing

orders depend on crankshaft design, no story would be complete without mentioning the
flat-plane option. With a flat-plane crankshaft, there is even firing between the banks, so the
induction and exhaust systems are much easier to tune for consistent results. However, there
can be severe torsional vibration issues with a flat-plane crank. Jon Kaase also installed a
flat-plane crank in a ci Boss-9 big-block for an Engine Masters competition. Last minute I
changed back to a degree crank. But it sure did sound cool. Even with a flat-plane crank, there
are numerous firing-order options. Kaase says he adopted one from the Cosworth. For the
record, the Cosworth 2. Cosworth started out using with the original 3. Results will obviously
depend on intake manifold design, cam timing and header selection. Conventional wisdom says
that when there is a pair of adjacent cylinders firing in sequence, they will compete for the same
air in the plenum. Managing heat is definitely one benefit of a swap. With the standard GM order,
the left rear cylinders 5 and 7 fire consecutively. Depending on the engine bay layout and
header construction, a considerable amount of heat can get trapped in that corner. With a swap,
the adjacent-firing cylinders are moved from the left rear corner to the right front corner where
cylinders 2 and 4 will fire consecutively. Jon Kaase engine on the Comp Cams Spintron.
Godbold has seen situations, especially in critical tight-lash applications, where the heat
buildup in the back of the engine consistently leads to some type of mechanical failure, even in
short-term runs on a dragstrip. Calming down the crankshaft. The final benefit for a swap is
addressing torsional vibration issues with the crankshaft and main bearings. Which has more
inertia? The whip on the front of the crank can change timing of the piston, so the valve timing
may need to be tweaked. One engineer was quoted as saying the reduced vibrations were
necessary to ensure an accurate reluctor-wheel reading, and computer modeling indicated that
provided the needed stability. By the way, the LS firing order is the same as the Ford W and 5.
NASCAR wisdom helped lead Duttweiler to finalize a firing order for his stable of high-boost
small-blocks that run over mph at Bonneville. He had tried all three firing orders, but finally had
to pick one because it was time consuming to re-pin the wiring harness following every engine
swap. While reading a tech article on the development of the Ford FR9 he learned that Cup
teams have tried every possible crank design and firing order. NASCAR teams tested numerous
crankshaft and firing order combinations in developing their current platforms, and all have
settled on the traditional GM firing order. I think a guy could dig himself a pretty deep hole
playing around with that. Our solutions, sometimes, are just plenty of fuel and plenty of water
flow. In some situations, changing the firing order can set the engine performance back.
Changing to another order will likely void any benefits built into the design. Note that the 5 and
7 exhaust header tubes flow into separate Y collectors to keep the adjacent pulses from
competing for space with each other. If the engine gets a swap cam, then 3 and 7 fire
consecutively and go into the same collector and 2 and 4 fire consecutively and flow into the
same collector. Therefore, a swap changes the exhaust dynamics on both sides of the engine.
Following extensive testing by NASCAR teams and the automakers, there appears to be some
harmony in the industry as to the pros and cons of the three different firing orders. The stock
GM order has its inherent drawbacks, but the swap simply moves some of the problems to the
front of the engineâ€”which may result in smoother, cooler operationâ€”while helping induction
dynamics slightly in certain applications. Even competition diesel engines are experimenting
with firing orders. The stock Duramax firing order is , but Jeremy Wagler switched to when he
built this ci supercharged, twin-turbo V8 that is cooled with nitrous oxide and water-methanol.
We will safeguard your e-mail and only send content you request. We promise not to use your
email address for anything but exclusive updates from the Power Automedia Network. About Us
Sponsors Advertising. Custom camshafts are required for firing-order swaps. Article Sources.
Latest News. More Stories. Horsepower delivered to your inbox. Subscribe Now. We'll send you
raw engine tech articles, news, features, and videos every week from EngineLabs. We think you
might like EngineLabs Thank you for your subscription. No thanks. Late Model LS Vehicles.
Drag Racing. To establish the correct advance curve, the vacuum advance and mechanical
advance in the distributor must work properly with no binding. As soon as the engine starts and
a vacuum is produced, the vacuum advance mechanism advances the spark to about 18
degrees BTDC. When the rpm is raised to , the mechanical advance takes over and increases
the advance to 32 degrees BTDC. The timing is set at 4 degrees initial to allow the engine to turn
over much easier when starting. This is easier on the starter. Lift the vehicle's hood and remove
the air cleaner. Connect the inductive timing light by connecting the red lead to the battery
positive post and the black lead to the battery negative or ground. Connect the inductive pickup
to the number 1 cylinder spark plug wire. This is the driver's side front spark plug wire on a
small-bock Chevy motor. Make sure all the wires are secure and clear of any sharp surface and
away from the exhaust manifold. Start the engine and allow it to warm up. Pull the vacuum line
off the vacuum advance on the distributor and plug the hose with a screw. Loosen the

distributor hold down nut using a wrench. Tighten the nut just enough to hold the distributor
from turning freely, yet allowing you to turn it with your hand. Shine the timing light carefully at
the timing plate on the driver's side of the timing chain cover. The deep V cut in the timing plate
is top dead center. The lines and numbers on the top of the plate are degrees before top dead
center BTDC. If the timing light being used is not adjustable, look at the line on the harmonic
balancer to see what number on the plate it is lined up with. The target is 4 degrees BTDC on
the plate. It will say BTDC on the plate followed by the numbers. Advancing would be 9 or 10
degrees and so on. The Chevy rotor turns clockwise so to advance the spark the distributor
must be rotated toward the rotor, or counter-clockwise. To retard the spark, the distributor must
be turned clockwise. Loosen the distributor hold down nut a little more so the distributor can be
turned. Make small movements when turning. Rotate the distributor clockwise to retard the
spark slightly, lightly tighten the nut, and check where the timing is with the timing light. Repeat
until the target 4 degrees BTDC is achieved. Remove the screw from the vacuum hose and push
the hose back on the distributor vacuum advance. Check the timing again. The vacuum advance
should have increased the advance to approximately 18 degrees BTDC plus or minus two
degrees. It is as close as you are going to get with an inexpensive distributor. Hold the rpm at
just long enough to check the timing on the plate. The target is 32 degrees BTDC. If the advance
is a little high, rotate the distributor clockwise to drop the advance and conversely
counter-clockwise to raise. Once set, shut the engine off and tighten the distributor lock down
nut securely. Don Bowman has been writing for various websites and several online magazines
since He has owned an auto service facility since and has over 45 years of technical experience
as a master ASE tech. Bowman has a business degree from Pennsylvania State University and
was an officer in the U. Army aircraft maintenance officer, pilot, six Air Medal awards, two tours
Vietnam. Step 1 Lift the vehicle's hood and remove the air cleaner. Step 2 Start the engine and
allow it to warm up. Step 3 Shine the timing light carefully at the timing plate on the driver's side
of the timing chain cover. Step 4 Loosen the distributor hold down nut a little more so the
distributor can be turned. Step 5 Remove the screw from the vacuum hose and push the hose
back on the distributor vacuum advance. Step 6 Check the timing again. References Don
Bowman, A. Certified Mechanic. The more the timing of spark is advanced, the sooner the fuel is
ignited in the cylinder. Fuel burns at a specific rate, which does not significantly change with
the engine rpm. The fuel is ignited at approximately 18 degrees before top dead center on the
compression stroke at an idle. This ignites the fuel early enough so that the fuel is burnt as
much as possible before the end of the power stroke. As the rpm increases the time the fuel is
in the compression stroke decreases dramatically. If it were still ignited at 18 degrees BTDC, it
would not have time to burn completely during the power stroke, so the fuel is ignited earlier to
compensate for the shorter time between strokes of the engine. For nearly six decades now the
small block Chevy engine has dominated the world of motorsports. Soon after, Chevy released
the in , followed by the very popular in Then in , Chevy had a big year with the release of the and
engines. The still used a 4-inch bore, but had a shorter 3-inch stroke like the , affording a much
higher-winding race engine. The blocks used the same 4-inch bore as the s, except they
increased the stroke to 3. Jumping even later in the s, Chevy made major design changes to the
block, crankshaft, and connecting rod areas, including a new large-journal crank with 2. With
the new large-journal design came reliability and it remained the same until the late s, with the
exception of the block that used a larger 2. We can fast forward several generations to the LT
and LS-series engines which have an awesome balance of performance and reliability. When it
comes to parts, the availably seems limitless, with most of them being interchangeable. Listed
above we have a diagram of the distributor rotation, cylinder order, and firing order. Listed
below are some of the most important torque specifications and torque sequences that are
helpful to anyone building a small block Chevy. Products to Compare max of 3 X. Videos All
Videos. A Little History. Small Block Chevrolet Torque Specifications. More Info. Related
Articles. Decode small block Chevy engine suffix codes with our SBC casting number guide.
Learn how to find and decipher your Chevy motor's serial stamping code. Picking a proper
camshaft for your project can rapidly deteriorate into chaos. So many possibilities. Want a little
advice? Click here! Well, which one really gave us the most bang for the buck? Read on to find
out It's time to see if all our hard work to upgrade Project Chevelle will pay off in faster lap
times. We set up a little autocross course to find out. Learn about performing an LS Swap in a
Chevelle in this tech article. We'll discuss lessons learned from our Chevelle engine swap using
a horse 6. The open headers were fun, but now it's time for a real exhaust on Project Chevelle.
Follow along as we quiet things down with a Flowmaster American Thunder dual exhaust kit.
Now that Project Chevelle is making some real power, it's time to give it a little more fuel. Follow
along as we install a new tank and pump from Tanks Inc. We finally get to drive Project Chevelle
after the big engine swap, and it's pretty awesome. Rowing through the gears with our new

Tremec 5-speed isn't bad either! At long last, Project Chevelle gets a muscle car heart
transplant in the form of a from BluePrint Engines. Project Chevelle gets new wheels and tires,
and a massive personality change! Watch as we add a huge dose of visual horsepower to the
old Chevelle. This ignites the air-fuel mixture and moves the crankshaft. To maximize engine
performance, car designers create a sequence that drives each cylinder. The ignition of each
engine cylinder is unique on car models. The sequence of ignition is critical for smooth engine
operation. In a typical 4-cylinder engine , the preferred sequence is Most modern cars use their
electric control unit ECU to control the ignition sequence, while in old gasoline engines the
distributor determines the location of the spark plugs. Most engines turn clockwise. However,
some engines may turn counterclockwise due to mechanical configurations. If you have
replaced the camshafts with a different ignition sequence, your ignition cables will also be
modified. The numbers start from the front and continue to the back. At the front of the engine,
you see pulleys, the alternator , and the water pump. Some V-engines can be numbered in rows,
so you have the first row from and then the next row, from the front, from With others, you
would number them like you would number an in-line four-cylinder engine, where you have and
The numbering of the cylinders can be complicated by the fact that the manufacturers may use
a different numbering for individual engines. The reason why manufacturers have a firing
sequence is to reduce torsional vibrations while at the same time enabling the safe emission of
exhaust gases. With a sequence, there is little interference between cylinders, which promotes
manifold recovery. An arrangement is difficult with fewer cylinders. It is important to separate
the outflowing cylinders so that the back pressure does not promote the escape of exhaust
gases. The simplest engine is the single cylinder arrangement. With this arrangement, you will
experience a power stroke every degrees. The piston has a head and is connected to the
crankshaft via a connecting rod. The rod rotates in an oscillating movement. In this scenario,
where one piston is in the compression stroke and waiting for its working stroke, the other
piston is in the exhaust stroke and about to enter an intake stroke. With horizontally
counter-rotating engines, power pulses occur with every degree rotation of the crankshaft. This
means that during the revolutions the crank throws are out of phase by degrees. In horizontally
opposed engines, the connecting rod and piston are opposite each other. This type of engine
often occurs in small engines. An engine with a different ignition sequence is the radial engine.
In this case the firing order is centered on a circle. If you have 7 cylinders, you can find an
ignition sequence of If the firing order is even, the angle between the individual firings is the
same. If you have a four-stroke engine, you can obtain the ignition interval by dividing the
number of cylinders by degrees. With an odd firing order, not all angles are the same. You can
have one with a degree angle, while another has an ignition interval of degrees. Depending on
the design of the crankshaft, you will find that the cars with even firing order will sound smooth,
while the cars with uneven firing order will sound throaty. Problems with the ignition system will
cause the vehicle to misfire. A misfire happens either in the intake or exhaust valves, not in the
combustion chamber. Unburned fuel is the main cause of misfiring, and a loud noise can be
heard or flames can be seen outside the exhaust. On cars with shortened exhaust pipes the
flames are visible. The reasons for backfiring vary and include a disproportionate amount of air
entering the combustion system along with insufficient fuel. The result is that the mixture does
not ignite and misfire occurs. This unburnt mixture passes through the exhaust system where it
re-ignites due to the hot components. If you also have an abundant air-fuel ratio, you will also
misfire. If this is too early, the mixture enters the intake valves before ignition. This leads to an
ignition which travels through the carburetor and can cause severe fires. Incorrect timing of the
ignition process leads to misfiring. Since there is an anti-lag, you will experience loud
explosions. If the wiring is not done correctly, you will have problems with the ignition timing. It
is a good idea to check the fuel pump and air filters for clogging. A defective catalytic converter
can cause misfiring. Inside the internal combustion engine there are spark plugs in each
cylinder. This creates a spark that ignites the air-fuel mixture, allowing the crankshaft to move.
To increase the efficiency of the engine and reduce vibrations, car engine manufacturers have
an ignition sequence for the spark. In modern engines the ignition sequence is controlled by the
ECU. The firing order starts with the first cylinder at the front end of the car. This is the cylinder
with the number 1. In most four-cylinder engines, the numbering is , while in the Chevy small
block engine the firing order is If the timing of the ignition is incorrect, misfiring will occur. In
this case more air than fuel may enter the combustion chamber. This leads to unburned fuel
which finds its way to the exhaust manifold where it ignites and causes a loud bang or fire. I
have been working with cars for 10 years, specialized in diagnostics and troubleshooting. I
created this blog because I was tired of finding false information on the web while looking for
repair information. I hope you enjoy my content! The internal combustion of the engine creates
fire through the spark plugs. Contents show. Chevrolet Small block Firing Order. How do you

count the cylinder numbers cylinders? Different types of firing orders Two Stroke. Search This
Site Search. The small block Chevy engine is the most common V8 engine out there to add
performance upgrades to. Production for the typical small block started in and is still being
used today. Due to the long production run, a few different versions and displacements were
available. Most parts are interchangeable throughout the years, but some, such as an oil pan,
are era specific. They're easy to work on and are a good engine platform to make streetable
power. Plus, the small block Chevrolet is a good performer in its stock form. It doesn't take too
much to bring the motor alive. Most truck versions of the SBC had 4 bolt mains as well as some
cars. Building a good performer that will hold the horsepower together does not have to be
ultra-expensive. You can start with a good 2 or 4 bolt main small block and build power on it.
Because of the SBC's popularity, the automotive aftermarket has responded by manufacturing
countless numbers of performance upgrades. Building a small block Chevy has many, many
combinations of cylinder heads, cams, intakes and other parts to totally custom build the
engine you want for your purpose. JEGS carries thousands of performance parts for the small
block Chevy at everyday low prices! Cylinder Head: Top of cylinder head valve cover must be
removed. Cylinder Heads Engine oil blind hole Sealer water jacket 65 ft-lbs. Rocker Studs
screw-in Engine Oil 50 ft-lbs. Oil Pump Engine Oil 65 ft-lbs. Oil Pan Engine Oil 12 ft-lbs. Cam
Sprocket upper gear Thread Locker 20 ft-lbs. Timing Cover Engine Oil 6 ft-lbs. Valve Cover
Engine Oil 3 ft-lbs. Exhaust Manifold Anti-Seize Lubricant 25 ft-lbs. Spark Plugs No Lube or
Sealer 20 ft-lbs. Clutch Pressure Plate Thread Locker 35 ft-lbs. Centerbolt Harmonic Damper
Engine Oil 60 ft-lbs. Bellhousing Transmission to Block Engine Oil 25 ft-lbs. Owning a V8 engine
for the first time can be daunting, scary, and above all else, exciting. A Chevy is a special
machine that requires a gentle touch and precise tuning. One of the first steps you need to take
when you get your is figuring out the firing order of your engine. This is necessary for your
Chevy to work at max performance. Remember that a Chevy is a V8 engine. Multi-cylinder
engines are designed to have highly-coordinated firing orders in order to balance the engine,
minimize vibrations, encourage smoother operation, as well as prolonging engine fatigue life
and, of course, driver and passenger comfort. Get your firing order right, and driving your will
feel like driving through clouds on one of the smoothest, most responsive vehicles ever. Get it
wrong, however, and your ride will be bumpy, uncomfortable, and can even lead to early engine
failure. The Chevy belongs to the Chevy small-block engine family. This means that cylinder 1
fires first, followed by cylinder 8, then 4, and so on and so forth until all cylinders have fired in
that order. Cylinders are often ordered in a particular way in order to make it easy for mechanics
and car owners to identify them once they come rolling out of the factory. This means that the
front left cylinder is cylinder 1. From there, the numbers alternate from left to right, with all the
odd-numbered cylinders on the left of the engine, and all the even-numbered cylinders are on
the right of the engine. To make it easier, just remember: driver-side cylinders are odd,
passenger-side cylinders are even. The firing order applies to a number of Chevy V8 SBC and
BBC engines including the , the , the , the , the , the , and many more. The HEI Distributor is a
small device that is responsible for facilitating the transfer of electric energy i. On a small block
Chevy V8 engine, the distributor cap firing order is in a clockwise rotation. While Ford engines
might seem like the firing order will be different because of the way Ford engineers numbered
their cylinders , the sequence remains exactly the same as the Chevy Talk to your mechanic.
Yes, I understand that you want to be as hands-on with your Chevy as much as possible and,
well, you really should be! As much as possible, get your repairs and checkups done with a
certified Chevrolet mechanic. Remember: the Chevy is an older type of engine and requires a
certain type of mechanic to inspect it. More often than not, younger mechanics will be more
well-versed with modern engines like the Ram Jet or the LS7, but might not have the mechanical
know-how to completely help you with your A misaligned firing order on the Chevy is going to
cause your engine a whole lot of trouble. It will be small at first, but as you continue to use it, it
will get worse and worse. If you notice this happening to your engine, take it to a mechanic
immediately. The Chevy was built during an era of American automotive history when cars were
built like brick houses and meant to outlast humanity itself, but it can only do that if you give it
the love, care, and attention it deserves. Skip to content. Firing Up Your Chevy Recent Posts.
Most Popular. OldEngineShed November 26, Lance Hargrove December 6, What is a Bobber
Motorcycle? Never miss a thing! Since its introduction, more than million have been sold. It may
be the most beloved internal combustion engine of all time, thanks to its performance,
durability, adaptability, and accessibility. Well into its fifth generation, the SBC is showing no
hint of fatigue and is more than ready to power the eighth-generation Corvette to ambitious new
heights. Though not one small-block bolt or bobbin has made the trip from to , every SBC
shares these architectural threads: cylinder bores spaced 4. Side note: In , Chevrolet introduced
the Series D, which was powered by a cubic-inch OHV V-8 producing 36 horsepower; it lasted

but two model years. After World War II, GIs returned home anxious to own new cars with
modern technology such as the muscular V-8s replacing prewar flathead and inline engines.
This movement began with the Cadillacs and Oldsmobiles, quickly trickling down to Chryslers ,
De Sotos , and Dodges Born on a Michigan dairy farm, Ed Cole was not one to let muddy fields
slow him down. During his teen years, he was a tractor field rep armed with knowledge gained
rebuilding cars and farm machinery. The war years provided Cole a sense of urgency that
served him well throughout his career. The fact that Cadillac built no cars from to gave
engineers an excellent opportunity to plan new models for sale when peace returned. While
some would have grabbed that assignment, Cole held out for the role he really wantedâ€”chief
engineerâ€”a position already occupied by Ed Kelley. It was for all intents a downsized Cadillac
V-8, out of sync with the lighter, more agile cars Cole had in mind for Chevrolet. Cole wasted no
time on memos or paperwork. He seldom required more than a quick glance to recognize a
clever design. What most impressed Cole was that this cylinder head featured wedge-shaped
combustion chambers and required minimal machining after casting. Valves were supported in
the heads without separate guides; placing the four intake valves and four exhaust valves per
head in the same plane expedited machining. Fourteen draftsmen worked 60 hours a week
designing the new V-8 in a skunkworks across the street from GM headquarters. Cole made
frequent visits and seldom skipped his Saturday morning stroll past the drawing tables. In this
era, each GM division proudly designed, developed, and manufactured its own engines. This
arrangement was lighter, cheaper, self-aligning, and low in friction. Using slightly different radii
for the ball and rocker surfaces allowed lubricating oil to readily enter their interface. Galleries
in the cylinder head delivered oil to each fulcrum pivot point. Hollow pushrods not a new idea
delivered oil from the block-mounted valve lifters to the rocker arms. Oil bleeding out at the
pushrod-to-rocker contact point flowed down to lubricate the fulcrum, then the valve stem. To
regulate the amount of oil sent to the heads, there was a small disc in each lifter with a
calibrated bleed hole. Another Chevy-exclusive feature later adopted by Pontiac along with the
hollow pushrods was lock-nut retention of the pivot ball to facilitate valvetrain lash adjustment
after the engine was assembled and running. Although none of these details were considered a
monumental breakthrough, in combination they advanced the engine design art. Cole tapped
GM engineer John Dolza to create expeditious manufacturing methods. The green sand was
simply poured then shaped in the bottom of the mold box, the way sand castles are built at the
beach. The cores, which defined cooling passages and bore cavities, were locked together, then
positioned upside down in the mold over the green sand. The quantity of sand required and the
assembly time were both significantly diminished. More significant, this new precise casting
technology allowed halving the crankcase wall thickness to only 0. Cole allegedly set initial
model year displacement at cubic inches to duck under the existing cubic-inch displacement
limit for hydroplane racing so that the new Chevy engine could be used in that venue. One
elaborate casting provided a mounting pad for the two-barrel carburetor, eight intake runners,
an exhaust crossover to warm the carburetor after a cold start, a coolant passage containing
the thermostat, a distributor mounting pad, an oil fill port, and the valley cavity cover. Five bolts
per cylinder sealed the heads to the block. The head was designed to fit both sides of the block
by simply rotating that part degrees. While this cost-saver was not brand new, it was not yet a
universal practice. The wedge-shaped combustion chamber produced high mixture turbulence
in the vicinity of the spark plug. Instead of the more common cast-iron material for the
crankshaft, a stiffer, stronger forged-steel design minimized weight. To prevent catastrophic
failure, the crank must always be supported by an oil film between its journals and bearing
caps. Perfecting this lubrication detail gave the SBC the extra bearing capacity it would exploit
in the distant future when combustion pressures were doubled to deliver horses in the Corvette
ZR1. The cast-aluminum slipper-type pistons were fitted with steel inserts, which helped
maintain their round shape under severe heat loads. With a slipper design, there are two narrow
lower skirts wrapping less than halfway around the piston to minimize weight and friction. Three
weeks later, the first prototype engine was assembled. Production tools were ordered straight
from the drawing boards before the first engine had run. By early , a mere 15 months after the
design effort began, tools were in place and ready to commence pilot production. Dyno tests
revealed a peak output of horsepower at rpm with a two-barrel carburetor and single exhaust.
Adding a four-barrel and dual exhaust pipes bumped that to horsepower at rpm. The Corvette
V-8 delivered horsepower at rpm. The SBC was a design triumph, the lightest V-8 on the market
when it arrived in Front suspension spindles pivoted on ball joints and were supported by
unequal-length control arms. Finished body weight was trimmed by 52 pounds. Overall height
was reduced by six inches, the windshield was a wraparound design, and two-tone paint
schemes were offered. By , Duntov and Dolza would develop a wilder camshaft along with
mechanical fuel injection for Corvettes and other Chevy models. Exhaust headers fabricated by

Bob Hedman added 20 more. A new, hotter ignition system from the Spalding brothers yielded
another Several cam grinders were also invited to help tune the SBC. The best of the bunch was
Ed Iskenderian, who upped the redline from to rpm. A long run of valve covers, aluminum
heads, induction systems, and fully tuned crate engines ensued. One of the first three engines
shipped west served in an Edelbrock test car for years. Another was shipped to Florida to
power a hydroplane, and the third powered a sports car in road races. Not all of the causes he
championed during his career panned out as well as the SBC. They did not, however, hinder
this genius from kicking the hell out of the status quo with his catalytic converter and airbag
advancements. After leaving GM in , Cole guided ambitious plans at Checker Motors and at a
budding air freight company. He perished at age 67 when his aircraft crashed in severe weather.
Its successors have a bright future as noted below. The use of advanced digital analysis and
development aids has eliminated most of the shortcomings associated with the pushrod,
two-valves-per-cylinder valvetrain. Modern materials have shed unwanted pounds. The astute
thinking that made this engine compact in still pays dividends. Now we have analytic tools that
assure we extract every bit of energy from each drop of fuel. Computational fluid dynamics
improves flow in and out of the combustion chamber. Other tools scrutinize the combustion
process in remarkable detail. GM takes pride in developing proprietary analytic tools that are
superior to what competitors have at their disposal. What matters more to customers than the
number of valves or how they operate is the power, torque, and fuel efficiency we provide.
Outputs ranged from to hp. Fitted with new Rochester Ramjet mechanical fuel injection, the
small-block yielded one horsepower per cubic inch, only the third American-made engine to do
so. A special induction system, a wild camshaft, and tubular headers shipped in the trunk were
included. Larger-diameter connecting rod and main bearings facilitated the change from
forged-steel to less expensive cast-iron crankshafts. Chevrolet was able to cram a 4. The 5. Bare
blocks are still produced by GM for sprint car racing. A similar 5. Output ranged from to hp. Top
Camaros and Firebirds, powered by engines coded LB9, had â€” hp. LG4 V-8s now came with
aluminum intake manifolds replacing cast-iron. Nearly Corvettes powered by this engine were
produced over six model years. Reversing the direction of the coolant flowâ€”first to the heads,
then the block, then back to the radiatorâ€”allowed higher compression, more spark advance,
diminished piston-ring friction, and greater output. The block, heads, and intake manifold were
new while the crank, rods, pistons, and flywheel carried over. The 4. Corvettes, Camaros, and
Firebirds received aluminum heads while Buick, Cadillac, and other Chevy models powered by
this engine were equipped with iron heads. Corvettes also received four-bolt main bearings.
Multi-port fuel injection and an ignition system mounted to the front of the block were standard
across the board. LT1 Corvettes were rated at hp. With hp, it was optional in manual-equipped
Corvettes and standard in Grand Sports. The new aluminum block was a deep-skirt design with
two vertical and two horizontal bolts per main bearing. Iron cylinder liners were cast in place.
The camshaft was positioned higher above the crank to shorten the pushrods while clearing
room for larger bores and longer strokes. In lieu of a distributor, eight ignition coils were
triggered by the engine control computer, and the firing order was altered for improved
smoothness. Output began at horsepower, rising slightly with the addition of more efficient
intake and exhaust manifolds. Holden in Australia followed a year later, tuning the engine
during its seven-year production run to hp. Various 5. New features included displacement on
demand the ability to shut down half the cylinders at will for improved mileage and variable
valve timing achieved by changing the crank-to-cam phase relationship on the run. The 6. The
LH6 truck version displaced 5. The LS4 5. The LS7 featured siamesed cylinders, pressed-in steel
bore liners, titanium connecting rods, and a forged-steel crankshaft. Intake and exhaust ports
and combustion chambers were CNC-machined for optimum flow and to achieve an A standard
dry sump sustained lubrication during rpm track driving. The L76 6. The LY2 4. Jets squ
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irting oil onto the bottom sides of the pistons for cooling were used on both engines. Side note:
Your humble writer loaded the no. New cylinder heads incorporated direct fuel injection. A
variable-displacement oil pump minimized parasitic losses. Active fuel management and
variable valve timing both carried over and piston oil squirters made their naturally-aspirated
debut. It also combined port and direct fuel injection systems to produce an earth-rattling hp at
rpm. It features dry-sump and valley lubrication with a storage reservoir bolted directly to the
block, free-flowing intake and exhaust systems, heads passed down from the LT1, and
gorgeous red-painted valve covers. Chevy small-block: The little engine that did Don Sherman.
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